
by  Mike Winchester 

GCA Training Chair 

mike@artplumbing.com 404-877-8433 

 
I’m excited about our 2011 Canoe, Kayak & Safety 
Training Program. We’ve chosen weekends in June, July 
& August in order to get the best possible weather 
conditions & water temperatures. These dates have 
been posted on our website calendar as well as in our 
training program section. 
 
First, I’d like to thank everyone that responded to my 
request for volunteers. I think they deserve some 
recognition. 
 
Jim Albert   Canoe/Re Boat  ACACert i f ied                                                          
Garth Brown  WW Kayak ACA Certified  
Janet Chisholm  WW Kayak   
Marvine Cole  Canoe ACA Certified  
Debbie Dargis  WW Kayak/ Administrative 
Rose Gochenaur Sea Kayak ACA Level 2  
Scott Houser  WW Kayak ACA Certified 
Gina Johnson  Canoe/ Rec Boat ACA Certified 
Haynes Johnson  Canoe/ Rec Boat ACA Certified 
Jackie Pickett  WW Kayak   
Aldo Rodrigo       
Marie Short  Rec Boat  
Francheska Thompson WW Kayak  
Rick Thompson  WW Kayak ACA Certified 
Bruce Williams  WW Kayak ACA Certified 
Knox Word  WW Kayak ACA Certified 
 
Thank you all!! 
 
 

We will be having Ducky Day(s), Rec Boat, Canoe 
(beginner, trained beginner & intermediate), WW Kayak 
(beginner, trained beginner & intermediate), Sea Kayak & 
we hope to hold practice sessions at the Nantahala Falls. 
We are also investigating CPR/ First Aid Training and 
Rescue Training.  
In 2010 we filled all of our classes; I hope to do this again 
in 2011. I think I speak for all of our instructors when I 
say these classes are a lot of fun to teach & I think a 
valuable asset to our members.  
If anyone has suggestions as to what they would like to 

see in our training program please contact me. 

 

  

 

. 
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By Roger Nott 

 

Saturday, September 4, 2010  

 

What is my favorite river?  Certainly when I am 

paddling, it’s the one I am on!  When I am thinking 

about paddling, it must be the Chattooga.  No words 

capture the pleasure of experiencing Section IV.  I 

could write about its outstanding beauty and the 

serenity and exhilaration I feel when paddling it, or of 

the heightened pleasure of sharing these experiences 

with old and new friends on a GCA trip.  Any words 

must pale compared to the experience. 

 

Enjoying this cloudless, mild, late summer day were Ian 

Brower, Jim Gerwer, Terry Irrgang, Michael 

McDonough, Kevin Owen and Alex Spurrier in kayaks 

and Kevin McInturff and I in OC-1’s.  The water level 

was low, 1.02 at the bridge and 1.29 on the USGS 

gauge.  Nevertheless, some of our crew ran all the 

rapids, including the main drop at Woodall.  At Center 

Crack one first timer flipped and was glad he was 

wearing his helmet and had practiced his roll.  We 

enjoyed a leisurely pace, played a lot, and had a great 

day. 

 

It was particularly good to see Ian, who grew up 

paddling with the GCA in the 1970’s and early 1980’s; 

took 25 years off from paddling, but has been kayaking 

regularly for the past few years. 

 

Kevin took some great pictures, which can be seen 

at http://picasaweb.google.com/kjturff. 
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CHATTOOGA SECTION IV TRIP REPORT 



 

Indoor pool roll sessions will be held  Mondays beginning 

January 3 from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m.  at the Warren/

Holyfield Boys' and Girls' Club at Berne and Marion 

Streets near Grant Park.  The Schedule is the same as 

last year-- all Mondays except King Day and Presidents 

Day through the end of March.  If you need additional 

information, contact  Kate Wilkerson, Vincent Payne, 

Lamar Philips, or Pauline Thynne. 

 

This is your opportunity to learn to roll, practice your 

roll to stay sharp, teach a fellow paddler to roll or work 

on other techniques such as wet exits, hand rolls, deep 

water reentries, etc. The indoor heated pool is a great 

place to hone these skills during the cold winter months. 

  

Directions: Exit I-20 at the Boulevard/Grant Park/ 

Cyclorama exit. Go south about 1/2 mile to the light at 

Berne Street and turn left. Go another 1/2 mile and 

you'll see the facility, a large brick building on the left. 

Turn left on Marion Street. The pool entrance is in the 

back - enter via the gate at the far end of the building to 

unload boats. Boats must be cleaned before entering the 

pool. 

 

Fees:  $7.00 per session to cover heated pool rental, 

plus some form of ACA insurance, this may be: 

 

•  GCA members can join ACA for $30 Individual or 

$45 Family 

 

• Non-GCA members can join ACA for $40 Individual 

or $60 Family 

 

• There is a one time introductory ACA membership, 

six months for $10 available to people who have not 

taken advantage of this before. 
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• And there is the option to pay $5.00 for an “ACA 

event membership” for each session. 

  

GCA Membership is appreciated. 

ACA membership is required for insurance. 

  

To help encourage attendance instead of paying $7 each 

week GCA/ACA members can pay the non refundable 

“season rate” of $63.00 (like getting two sessions free) 

and not have to scrounge up seven bucks each Monday 

night.    

  

The “season rate” for Winter Roll Practice is not 

refundable and not available to people choosing the ACA 

event membership. Trying to keep it simple.      

 

                                       

WINTER ROLL PRACTICE 

Two psychoanalysts were paddling tandem down an 

urban stretch of river. 

 

"Help! Help!", they suddenly heard the voice of a 

drowning man who had fallen into the river. 

" 

That man has a problem," decided the first shrink. 

 

"Yes, but what's more important is that he's talking 

about it," concluded the second. 



In response to some concerns about use of the Reply 
settings on the GCA Email List, here is some information 
that may be helpful.  It seems that different email programs 
handle the Reply functions slightly differently.  Hopefully this 
will clarify and simplify things a bit. 
 
First of all, there are two different ways of viewing messages 
from the list, depending on your settings at 
Yahoogroups.com, the traditional view and the full featured 
view.  The full featured view has some easy links at the 
bottom of the message that make the Reply function nearly 
fool-proof.   
 
"Reply to sender | Reply to group | Reply via web post | 
Start a New Topic" will appear at the bottom of GCA 
Yahoo Group messages if you have the full featured view.  If 
you see the following link at the bottom of your GCA 
Yahoo Group messages, then you have the traditional 
settings: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/gcalist/join 
(Yahoo! ID required) 
 
If you have the traditional view and want to change your 
settings to the full featured view, click on the link http://
groups.yahoo.com/group/gcalist/join to go to your email 
settings at Yahoo Groups.  From there you can enable the 
easy links "Reply to sender | Reply to group | Reply via web 
post | Start a New Topic" to appear at the bottom of all of 
your emails by switching to the full featured view.  Under 
Step 3, change your Message Preference from "Traditional" 
to "Fully Featured".  
 
Alternatively, you might be able to just send a blank email to 
this address to make the change: 
gcalist-fullfeatured@yahoogroups.com 
 
Once you have switched your preference to the full 
featured view, you can use the quick links at the bottom of 
the messages as follows. 
 
The option bar at the bottom of every message from the 
GCA yahoo groups list serve looks like this: 

This added toolbar at the bottom will be a big help for those 
of you who were having trouble.  So here is what each 
option will do for you.   
 

Reply to the sender of the message – your reply will go only 
to the sender of the post and no one else. 

 
 
Reply to group option will send your reply to the entire GCA 
Yahoo Group.  This option is great for group discussions. 

 
 
Reply via web post will take you to the Yahoo Groups web 
site and will let you make your reply using the Yahoo Groups 
web based email editor.  There will be a drop-down box in 
the TO: section that will allow you to choose who you want 
to send the reply to, either the sender, the group or the GCA 
List owner – three options. 
 

 
 
Start a New Topic will take you to the Yahoo Groups email 
editor and allow you to start a new topic. 
 

 
 
I hope this helps you understand how to use the reply options 
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SAFETY GUIDLINES 

more easily.  Hopefully it will eliminate the frustration 
experienced by those users whose email programs gave them 
confusing options for replying to the list and/or the sender. 
Many thanks to Rick Thompson for supplying the graphics and 
much of the wording for this article, and to Chad Spangler for 
his explanation of the Yahoo Groups view options and how to 
change them. 
 
If you have questions or concerns, you can contact the GCA 
List Owner at gacanoe@mindspring.com or at 
canoeist@mindspring.com. 

by Kirk Eddlemon 
 
 
1. Don't run a drop blind, EVER. The one time you do 
may be the last. 
 
2. Rivers and creeks change constantly. I have done multi 
runs in a day where things have changed in a critical way. 
Never assume something is good b/c it was last time. 
Rivers are forever dynamic places. 
 
3. Practice walking rapids, even though you can run 
them. Never run a drop just b/c you want to run 
everything on the run, and if you would walk it then you 
wouldn't have. Walking is healthy for the soul and makes 
you feel smarter and wiser. 
 
4. Take a swift water safety course annually. Its not the 
techniques but the modes of thinking that will benefit 
you the most. ANNUALLY. 
 
5. Boat with people you trust. Some people can't even 
throw a rope. Know who should be watching your back 
and who isn't worthy. 
 
6. Learn river communication techniques and make sure 
these are always congruent and implemented. Lets go 

over some. 
 
7. Class 5 is relative. There are people who think the 
Gauley and Tallulah are solid class 5 runs. There are also 
people who think the Green River Narrows is class 4 
with sunshine and gorilla being easy 5's. Consult many 
sources to formulate an opinion on a run. Trust most 
the people you paddle with and the paddlers that know 
your skill sets well. Many class 5 big water boaters would 
get eaten on a class 4 creek, whereas many class 4 creek 
boaters might have a bad day on the Gauley. Every river 
and rapid is different, so don't let a number or letter or 
whatever tell you too much about something you have 
never seen. 
 
8. There are old boaters and there are bold boaters, but 
there are no old bold boaters. There's a reason. 
 
9. Accurately assess yourself before every run. You may 
have certain things in your physical and mental life at the 
time that could impede your judgment and execution of 
moves. Example: hangover, boated for 10 straight days 
already, broke up with girlfriend, etc. 
 
10. Anytime the run is isolated and may require full 
commitment, make sure your skills are a notch above 
the run's character. If you get into any trouble on an 
isolated run, you could be in for a serious situation. Be 
honest with your guides and the guides should accurately 
depict the day's whitewater. Know the hike out routes 
and possibly carry a map and compass so the routes will 
be found if necessary. Also consider not taking as many 
unnecessary risks as you would if you were roadside. 
Plan on walking rapids that may not be worth the risk of 
a thirty-minute rescue. Keep track of time and inflate the 
times estimated to complete a section of river. There 
are always unexpected delays, so just don't add 
unnecessary ones. 



Columbus Ledger-Enquirer (GA) 

2010-11-24  

   SARA PAUFF, spauff@ledger-enquirer.com 

Whitewater rafting on the Chattahoochee River is 

still about two years away, but last week members of 

the River Restoration committee got a tiny peek at 

what the rafting course might look like. Members of 

the committee, as well as engineers and architects for 

the Ready2Raft project, traveled to Holden, Mass., last 

Friday to look at a model of the course designed by 

Alden Labs for the project engineer, McLaughlin 

Whitewater Design Group. The model was about the 

size of an elementary school gymnasium and showed 

the committee and engineers what the riverbed would 

look like without water, how the river would flow and 

where the rapids would build up. 

 

“We left there in awe,” said Richard Bishop, a member 

of the committee and president of Up Town 

Columbus. The model cost about $300,000 to build, 

but committee chair John Turner said it helped 

engineers determine the best way to design the course 

more accurately than a computer model, before doing 

any work on the river. “Those computers can’t 

accurately duplicate what can happen with a free 

flowing river,” he said. “This ensures us being able to 

work out the kinks on the front end.” 

 

Bishop said the engineers will continue to work 

through the completion of the design documents and 

obtain permits to work on the river. He said they plan 

to start work in 2011. 

 

Most of the work will be done over two summers, 

when the Chattahoochee River typically runs low. 

The plans call for diverting the river’s flow and 

deploying heavy equipment to the rocky bed to take 

apart the Eagle & Phenix dam below 13th Street and the 

City Mills dam near 18th Street. Crews will then 

construct an engineered whitewater course that fits the 

river’s more natural flow. 

 

The course is expected to cost $23 million and is being 

funded with money from the federal government, the 

city, and the private sector, Bishop said.. After it is 

completed in 2012, the course is predicted to have 

annual economic impact of up to $42 million. 

According to a Columbus State University study, the 

finished course is expected to create 700 jobs, draw 

188,000 visitors -- 144,000 of those from out of town -- 

and annually bring in $300,000 in lodging taxes and $1.7 

million in sales taxes. 
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RIVER RESTORATION COMMITTEE GETS A LOOK AT MODEL OF WHITEWATER COURSE 
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Keeping In Touch 
To contact GCA, write Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., P.O. Box 7023, Atlanta, GA 30357 . 

Groupmail: GCA maintains a group email list to help members share information of general interest. To sign up, go to 

gcalist-subscribe@yahoogroups.com. 

 
Website: Information about GCA, forms (including membership application and GCA waiver form), a link to the GCA Store and links to Eddy 

Line advertisers are all at http://www.gapaddle.com. 

 by Paul Smith 
 
It's the middle of October at the Hiwassee River. The 
first question that most people would ask is - was it cold? 
The coldest part of the entire trip was riding in the back 
of Webb Brothers 'cattle truck' during the shuttle. The 
sky was clear and the sun felt great. Seven paddlers got 
on the river around noon.  
 
Trip participants were: Paul Smith, Bobby Batchelor, Jack 
Taylor, Richard Salenfriend, Keith Sutphin, Amy Phillips, 
and Jay Davis. This was Amy's first time on the Hiwassee. 
Jack, Keith, and Amy were all in boats that were new to 
them.  
 
Within the first 30 minutes of the trip, we made a brief 
stop so that people could peel off layers of clothing. A 
few in the group even thought that the water 
temperature was higher than normal. 
 
Shortly past 'thread the needle' rapid, we had a unique 
wildlife sighting. There was a deer (at least an 8-point 
buck) that was on one of the small islands in the river. 
The deer was moving upstream from one island to the 
next. I wasn't quick enough with my camera, but I believe 
most of the group got a glimpse of him. We assumed that 
he was out there when the release of water came from 
upstream. 
 
 When we got to the lunch stop, Jay took out 
his underwater camera and snorkeling mask and got in 
the river. He got photos of a couple of large trout that 
were near the bottom of the ledges (near the side-surfing 
wave). 
 
 We had a throw rope set up at the end of Devils 
Shoals, and everyone had a clean run. For Amy's first time 
on this river (and being in a new boat), she did great. At 
the end of the trip, Jack concluded that his new boat liked 
him. 

HIAWASSEE RIVER TRIP REPORT 
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TRIP SCHEDULE 

Signing Up: Call the trip coordinator listed to sign up for trips. Most trip coordinators will move a trip to an alternate venue if the water levels 
and conditions for a particular trip are not favorable. Call early in the week to ensure you get a spot on the trip, and in consideration for the 
coordinators, PLEASE avoid calling late in the evening. 
Training Trips are a combination of recreation and training designed for those boaters who have completed a formal training clinic and would 
like some on-the-river time with instructors practicing what was learned in the clinic and expanding skill levels. 
Canoe Camping Trips are multi-day trips, generally on flat or mild water, with at least one night of camping. For details on a scheduled trip, 
call the trip coordinator. To arrange a trip, call Vincent Payne at 770.834.8263. 
To Volunteer To Lead Trips:  Call Cruisemaster William Gatling at 770.529.7103. As usual, we need trip coordinators for all types of trips, 
from flatwater to Class 5 whitewater. Our excellent trip schedule depends on the efforts of volunteers, so get involved and sign up to coordinate 
a trip on your favorite river today! The GCA needs YOU! 
Chattooga Trips are limited to 12 boats on ANY section on ANY trip, club trip or private (USFS regulation). Boating is prohibited above the 
Highway 28 bridge. Your cooperation in protecting this National Wild and Scenic River is appreciated. 
Roll Practice: see Page 6. 

Your Trip Could Be Listed in This Space — Call Cruisemaster William Gatling at 770.529.7103! 

Check the calendar on the GCA website at http://www.gapaddle.com for additional trips, social events, safety classes, 

KEY TO GCA SKILL LEVELS 
Flat Water - no current will be encountered; safe for new paddlers. 
Beginner - mild current, occasional Class 1 ripples; new paddlers can learn basic river techniques. 
Trained Beginner - moving water with Class 1-2 rapids; basic strokes and bracing skills needed. 
Intermediate - rapids up to Class 3; eddying and ferrying skills needed; kayakers need solid roll. 
Advanced - rapids up to Class 4; excellent boat control and self-rescue skills required. 
For more about "class" ratings of rapids, see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Whitewater. 

Date  Canoe and Kayak Trips Classes, and Club Events  Difficulty / Class  Coordinator  

January    

1/13 Manatee Paddle, Florida - Multiple Rivers  Beginner Lisa Haskell 

1/13/ Itchetucknee River Beginner  Buddy Goolsby  

1/14  Crystal River  Beginner  Don Parker  

1/15  Crystal River  Beginner Vincent Payne  

1/15 Weeki Wachee River Beginner  Dickie Tillman  

1/16  Rainbow River  Beginner  Lamar Phillips  

1/17  Ichetucknee River Beginner  Lisa Haskell  

1/17  Little River Canyon - Chairlift Intermediate Dane White 

February    

2/26 South Sauty  Advanced Dane White 

March    

3/19 Town Creek Intermediate Dane White 

3/25-3/27 Altamaha River @ the Atlantic Ocean paddle and campout Everyone Marie Short 
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by  Sally Bethea, Executive Director 
Upper Chattahoochee Riverkeeper  

 

Excitement  is building around the possible designation 

of an official paddle trail, or blueway on the 

Chattahoochee River above Lake Lanier. 

  

For decades, canoeists and kayakers of all experience 

levels have enjoyed a 39-mile stretch of the 

Chattahoochee from its confluence with Sautee Creek 

and the river, downstream of Hardman Farm, to Clarks 

Bridge on Lake Lanier. Used informally by individuals and 

commercial outfitters since the 1970s, this river section 

includes Class II and III rapids, depending on its level. 

  

State and Federal Agencies Support Concept 

  

In the late 1990s, the Georgia Department of 

Natural Resources (DNR) developed a regional park 

strategy with a vision to create a series of parks along 

the Chattahoochee River. Subsequently, the state spent 

more than $14 million to purchase four large properties 

on the river as new state parks—Hardman Farm, Buck 

Shoals, Mossy Creek and Don Carter. 

  

With technical assistance from the National Park 

Service (Rivers Trails and Conservation Assistance 

Program), Upper Chattahoochee Riverkeeper conducted 

a paddle trail feasibility study that was completed in 

December 2009. The section of the river above Sautee 

Creek that includes Hardman Farm State Park was not 

included in the study area for the report. 

  

The proposed paddle trail connects three state-owned 

park sites, two federally-owned recreation sites, one 

county-owned park, two sites owned by the state and 

run by a commercial outfitter, and two public access 

sites at bridge crossings. Each of the ten sites was 

evaluated for use as a potential put-in and take-out 

location for canoes and kayaks; tubing is not 

recommended for use in this river section.  

  

On October 15, the Trust for Public Land (TPL) and 

partners celebrated the protection of three critical river 

access areas within the paddle trail boundaries that were 

acquired by TPL and then conveyed to DNR. The Gale 

family, who founded Wildwood Outfitters in 1972, 

sold two of the three parcels to TPL at a discount and 

will continue to operate their water recreation business. 

The third site at Mossy Creek State Park came originally 

from the John Stembler estate. 

  

Jamie Higgins with Georgia Canoeing Association is 

working with UCR’s Bonny Putney to produce a video 

following paddlers down the trail. UCR plans to develop 

a trail map and other outreach materials in 2011, and we 

will continue to urge the state to officially designate the 

Upper Hooch Paddle Trail.  For more information, contact 

UCR Headwaters Outreach Coordinator Bonny Putney 

at bpputney@bellsouth.net 

UPPER CHATTAHOOCHEE RIVER PADDLE TRAIL GAINS MOMENTUM! 



All About The Eddy Line 
The Eddy Line, the official GCA newsletter, is available in print or pdf format. To subscribe, contact Ed Scultz at 404.266.3734 or 
heloeddy@mindspring.com, or mail your request to P.O. Box 7023, Atlanta, GA 30357. 
Submissions/Advertising: All submissions and advertising should be sent to The Eddy Line, at: the_eddyline@yahoo.com. 
Deadline: The deadline for all submissions, classified ads and commercial ads is the 5th of the previous month (e.g. August 5 for 
the September/October issue). 

Views and opinions expressed in articles and editorials are those of the writer and do not necessarily represent the official views 
and policies of the club. Material not individually designated as copyrighted may be disseminated only by  paddling organizations 
having a newsletter exchange agreement with GCA: proper credit should be given. Publication of paid advertisements does not 
constitute an endorsement of the products or services advertised. 
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KEEP YOUR E-MAIL ADDRESS CURRENT 
 

Each month numerous "copies" of the pdf version of The Eddy 

Line bounce back due to bad or outdated email addresses. If 

email to you bounces back, you will be deleted from the recipi-

ent list until we get an updated email address. 

When GCA receives a mail failure notice in response to an 

email to you on the GCA email list, you will be automatically 

unsubscribed by the listserve software. If your email changes, 

please "unsubscribe" and re-subscribe with your new address.  

Thank you. 

BELTON DYKES MEMORIAL RIVER RAT RENDEZVOUS 

February 18-21, 2011, Ocala, FL 
 
by Jamie Higgins 
  
This will be the 2nd Annual Belton Dykes Memorial River 
Rat Rendezvous (www.riverratweekend.org) and it  
should be better than last year’s event.  The Rendezvous 
is a fundraising paddle to honor Belton Dykes who was a 
GCA member that passed away last year in a tragic 
paddling accident.  To remember him, his paddling 
buddies and fellow GCAers organized a fundraising 
paddling event in Ocala, Florida.  The proceeds of the 
event will go to Team River Runner 
(www.teamriverrunner.org) , which is a non-profit 
organization that teaches injured and disabled veterans 
to paddle as a form of therapy. 
  
Each day (Fri-Mon), paddlers will have a choice of rivers 
to paddle.  These are spring fed rivers located within the 
Ocala National Forest and are some of the most 
beautiful rivers in Florida.  You can choose from the 

subtropical, crystal clear waters of Juniper Springs or 
Alexander Springs; the mysterious, black water 
Ocklawaha; or the blue water, monkey hang out of the 
Silver River.  We will be based out of Camp Kiwanis and 
paddlers will have a choice of tent camping or staying in 
a heated/AC dorm. Camp Kiwanis has heated 
bathrooms, hot showers & screened, covered pavilion 
with a fireplace.  There will be five catered meals 
(breakfast-Sat, Sun and Mon / dinner-Sat and Sun) and 
paddlers will be given a river map with directions.  To 
prove you’re a river rat, you get a beautifully designed T-
shirt.  Like last year, we will have entertainment each 
night.  We are also honored to have Team River Runner 
vets from all over the nation joining us.  So far, TRR vets 
from Asheville, NC, Washington DC and Tampa will 
participate in the weekend festivities.  Our key note 
speaker will be award wining paddling author, Doug 
Alderson (http://dougalderson.net/).   
  
To register for the event or find out more info go 
to www.riverratweekend.org or contact Jamie Higgins 
at yaksrule2008@yahoo.com , 678-595-6154. 
 



SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS 
 

The GCA web site now features a "GCA Supporters" 

web page with links to those who support GCA 

financially by advertising in The Eddy Line. Help those 

who help us — patronize our advertisers. And when 

you do, let them know you saw their Eddy Line ad and 

appreciate their support.  Thanks!  
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by Lamar Philips  

 

Some of you who were unable to make the Christmas 

Party missed some real great food and fellowship with 

fellow paddlers. Many thanks to Sabrina and Hank 

Klausman for once again opening there beautiful home 

and hosting our annual party. Also, a special thanks to 

Sabrina and Gina's mom Barbara who always works so 

hard to help Sabrina with the work behind the counter. 

And thank all the attendees for the wonderful side 

dishes. 

 

We had a good turnout with about 50 folks and all seem 

to have a good time. 

 

Happy Hanukah and Merry Christmas to all. 

"Trust in God, but paddle away from the rock." 

-- Anonymous 
GCA CHRISTMAS PARTY SUCCESS 



Post Office Box 7023 

Atlanta, Georgia 30357 
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WE’RE ON THE WEB: 
www.gapaddle.com 

The purpose of the GCA is to have fun and promote safety while 

paddling. 

GCA is a member-operated paddling club with over 800 family and corporate 
memberships comprising more than 2000 Individuals.  Canoeists and Kayakers of all 
ages and paddling abilities are equally welcome.  Some of our mutual interests include 
whitewater river running, creeking and playboating, river and lake touring, sea kayaking, 
paddle camp outs and competition and racing activities.  We espouse conservation, 
environmental and river access issues as well as boating safety and skills 
development.  Group paddling, training and social activities of all kinds are conducted 
throughout the year thanks to the volunteer efforts of our many members and 

friends.  Membership is NOT limited to Georgia residents. 


